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BOUNDED SOLUTIONS OF SECOND ORDER 
SEMILINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS AND 
APPLICATIONS TO THE TELEGRAPH EQUATION * 
By Jose Miguel ALONSO, Jean MAWHIN and Rafael ORTEGA 
ABSTRACT. - Motivated by the problem of the existence of a solution of the nonlinear telegraph equation 
wt + clll - u,, + h(t. c, u) = 0, 
such that u(t, ,) satisfies suitable boundary conditions over (0,~) ar;d Ilu(t,.)II is bounded over W for some 
function space norm 11 11: we prove the existence of bounded solutions over R of semilinear evolution equations 
in a Hilbert space of the form 
ii + cti + Au + g(t, u) = 0. 
where c > 0. A : D(A) c H --) H is self-adjoint, semi-positive definite, has compact resolvant and g : W x H --* H, 
bounded and sufficiently regular satisfies some Landesman-Lazer type condition. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
RBsuMB. - Motivts par le probl&me de l’existence d’une solution de l’tquation des t&graphistes non 1inCaire 
telle que ~(t, .) satisfasse des conditions aux limites convenables sur (0. T) et Il~(t, .)/I soit bomee sur R pour une 
certaine norme d’espace fonctionnel II./I, nous prouvons l’existence de solutions bomCes sur R pour des tquations 
d’tvolution semi-lineaires dans un espace de Hilbert de la forme 
ii + c’iL + Au + g(t, u) = o, 
oh c > 0, A : D(A) c H + H est auto-adjoint, semi-dCfini positif, & Aolvante compacte, et g : W x H + H, 
bornee et suffisamment r6guli&re, vtrifie une condition du type de Landesman-Lazer. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
There exists a vast literature devoted to the existence of solutions u bounded over R for 
second order ordinary differential systems of the form 
(1) ii + cti + Au + g(t, u) = 0, 
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with c > 0 and various conditions upon A E ,fZ(W,W) and g : R x R” + R”. For 
example, if the characteristic equation 
(2) det (X21 + cXI + A) = 0, 
has all its roots with nonzero real part, then (1) has a solution bounded over W for every 
bounded continuous g : W x R” + R”. See e.g. [4] or [13] for the proofs and references. 
By analogy with the case of periodic solutions, the above condition upon the roots of (2) 
is called a nonresonance condition. 
In recent years, some attention has been paid to the simplest resonant situation for 
bounded solutions, which corresponds, in the scalar case, to the equation 
(3) ii + cti + g(t, u) = 0, 
with c # 0, and g : R x W --t W continuous and bounded [I], [2], [5], [13], [14], [16], [17]. 
In this case, (2) has the simple zero root and -c # 0 as second one. 
Motivated by the problem of the existence of a solution u(t, 0) of the nonlinear telegraph 
equation 
(4) Utt + cut - u,, + h(L, z, IL) = 0, 
such that u(t, .) satisfies suitable boundary conditions over (0, r) and (Ju(~, .)I] is bounded 
over R for a suitable function space norm I( . 11, ‘t 1 is a natural question to consider the 
possible extension of the above results to the case of evolution equations of the form 
(5) ii + cti + Au + g(t, ur) := 0, 
where u takes values in a Hilbert space H. Here, (2 > 0, A : D(A) c H -t H is 
self-adjoint, semi-positive definite, has compact resolvant and g : W x H -t H is bounded 
and satisfies suitable regularity conditions. The linear case 
(6) ii + cti + Au = f(t), 
when c > 0 and A is a positive definite isomorphism, has been considered by Ghidaglia 
and Temam [7] (see also [ 1 S]), who proved the existence of a solution of (6) bounded over 
R in a suitable norm. This is of course a nonresonant :situation in the above terminology. 
In the nonlinear case, Nakao [ 151 has considered a class of nonlinear hyperbolic equations 
which contains (4) with h(t, z, U) = a( 5, U) - f(t, z) and Dirichlet boundary conditions as 
a special case. He proves the existence of a bounded solution over R (for a suitable norm) 
when p satisfies some growth and local Lipschitz condition, and f satisfies a suitable 
boundedness condition. In the abstract formulation, this corresponds to a situation where 
A is positive definite. 
The same telegraph equation with Neumann boundary conditions leads to an abstract 
formulation (5) where A is only semi-positive definite. This is the case we consider here. 
In Theorem 7.1, we prove that, if P denotes the projector onto ker A, then equation (4) has 
a solution u such that u and in are bounded over R in a suitable norm. when the condition 
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In particular Vz = D(A) and, in general, the space V& is the domain of the linear operator 
A” : v,, - H, 
03 
In V, we define the product 
n=l 
(u, v>s := 2 X(5 %>(V, %>, u,v E v,: 
?X=l 
and the associated pseudonorm 
luls := (u,zp, 21 E v,. 
If the operator A is non degenerate (that is, X1 > 0) then V, in a Hilbert space for the 
product (-, .)S. In order to include the cases in which A is degenerate (A, = 0), let us 
consider the spectral projection from H onto ker A. This projection, denoted by P, satisfies 
PAu = APu = 0, 
for all u E D(A). Then, in any case, V, is a Hilbert space for the scalar product 
(8) (u, v)s + (Pu, Pv). 
From now on we shall consider the spaces V, (s 2 0), topologized by the norm associated 
to (8). With such topologies the inclusions 
K2 c v,,, (31 < *52) 
are compact. In particular, there exists a constant R :> 0 such that 
(9) 
for all u E VI. Now we introduce some other functional spaces. We denote by BC(R, H) 
the set of all continuous functions f : W + H such ,that 
sup Iml < +m. to+ 
We denote by BC(R, VI x H) the set of all continuous functions (u, v) : W -+ VI x H 
such that 
~~W[lWf + Fw)12 + Iv(t)l’] < +m. 




h(s)& < +tx, 
CR 0 
and denote by BP@, H) the set of all the functions with bounded primitive. 
Let J be an interval of R. We denote by L2( J, H) the space of measurable functions 
f from J into H such that the scalar function IfI E L2( J). This is another Hilbert space 
for the scalar product: (.fJ> P(J,H) := s (.f>T7)> .f,:~ E L2(J,H). J 
In a similar way we denote by L”( J, H) the space of measurable functions f from J into 
H such that the scalar function IfI E Lm(J). This is a Banach space for the norm 
llfll L-(J,H) := ess;EJp If(t .f E L”(J, H). 
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3. Notion of solution 
In this section, we make precise the concept of solution of Eq. (7) we are considering 
in this paper. 
DEFINITION 3.1. - We say that u(t) is a solution of Eq. (8) if 
u E C(R, &) r-l C1(R, H) 
and for each w E VI one has 
(10) $U) > u t ) w + c$ (4% w) + (u(t), g1 + (g(t, u(t)), w) = 0 
in the sense of distributions. We can rewrite (7) in the equivalent form: 
$ (‘1L(% w) + c-g (u(t), w> + (A 1’2u(t), A1/2W) + (g(t, u(t)), w) = 0. 
We are interested in studying the boundedness of the solutions of Eq. (7). In the next 
definition we make precise the topology in which we understand this boundedness. 
DEFINITION 3.2. - We say that a solution u(t) of Eq. (7) is bounded (or bounded on the 
whole line) if (u, ti) E BC(R, VI x H). We say that a solution u(t) of Eq. (7) is bounded 
in the future if for each to E W, one has 
SUP 
et0 
pw2 + lW12] <I +m. 
A case in which all the solution of Eq. (7) are bounded in the future is when the equation 
is dissipative. There exist several notions of dissipativity for evolution equations, and they 
have been widely studied (see [3], 181, [9], [ll], [ZO]); we use the following concept. 
DEFINITION 3.3. - The equation (7) is called dissipative q there exists a constant p > 0 
and a map T : Iw+ -+ W+ such that, if u(t) is a solution of (7) and 
lU(to)l: + Ip~(to>l” + l+to)lZ I M, 
then 
1w: + Pw>12 + lW12 5 c;‘, 
for all t 1 T(M) + to. 
4. Remarks on the linear equation 
Let A be a linear operator on a Hilbert space H and suppose that the hypotheses stated 
in Section 2 hold. Let us consider the initial value problem: 
(11) 
{ 
ii + cit + Au = f(t), t E J. 
u(to) = uo, qto) = uo, 
where J is a bounded interval in W, f E L2( J, H), to E J, u. E VI and v. E H. It is well 
known that the problem (11) has a unique solution (see [ 18]), but it is convenient to keep 
in mind the proof based on the Galerkin’s method, that we n.ow sketch. 
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Let us denote by QN the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of H spanned by 
{a,.. . , cp~} and consider the initial value problem: 
(12) 
1 
iilv + C&N + AUN = Q~f(t) t E J, 
UN(tO) = QNUO, GN(tO) = &NuO, 
in the finite-dimensional subspace HN = span{cpl, . . . , (PN} such that A(HN) c HN. 
Classical theory on ordinary differential equations and Gronwall’s lemma lead to a unique 
solution UN E Cl(J, HN) of (12) satisfying the following estimate for each t E 7 
(13) bN(t)l” + luN(t)If + IPuN(t)12 
5 r&-Q [IQN~oI~ + IQN~oI~ + IQN&I~ + &i?~fll~~~~~~,]~ 
(where p(J) denotes the length of J), and to the same type of estimate for the difference 
UN - us. This provides a unique solution (u, ti) E C(3’, VI x H) of I!@. (11) which satisfies 
a similar estimate for each t E 3, showing the continuous dependence of u with respect 
to ~0, ~0 and f in the strong topologies of V, H and. L2(J, H) respectively. A standard 
argument gives indeed the continuous dependence with respect to weak topologies, as it 
is equivalent to the statement 
(14) &N%(t) -+ QNU(~), Q,&(t) + &h(t) ( as 12 + m>, 
for each fixed N 2 0 and t E 3, and continuous dependence holds in the finite-dimensional 
case. We state this result for future reference. 
LEMMA 4.1. - Let u(t) be the solution of (11) and Zet un(t) be the solution of: 
{ 
ii + cti + Au = f%(t), t E J, 
u(to> = Uon, @o) = uon, 
where fn E L2( J, H). Assume that 
Uon - uo weak in VI, 
van -v. weakin H, 
fn - f weak in L2(J, H); 
then, for each t E 2, 
un(t) - u(t) weak in VI, 
tin(t) - C(t) weak in H. 
The following lemma is useful to construct Lyapunov functions. 
LEMMA 4.2. - Let u(t) be a solution of (11) and dt$ne 
7)(t) = c21u(t)12 + ‘k(u(t),ti(t)) + 211q)12 + 2121(t)/;; 
then 77 E Wl,l(J; W) and 
G(t) = -qw2 + WIT - (fW> :w + 2lo)] 
in the sense of distributions on J. 
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Proof. - The analogous result for UN = QNU (and tlhe corresponding 77~) is obvious 
since we can compute formally in finite dimensions. Thus, for each 4 E D(J), 
s,vNJ=.I, 2{+~1~ + c(Au~,uiv) - (QN~, 2GN + c%V)}& 
Moreover ?jN (t ) + v(t) uniformly in t E 5, and letting N + co, 
s, s 
v$J = 2{clti12 + cjuj; - (f, 2ti + cu)}(b, 
J 
and the lemma is proved. 
Remark that the derivative i(t) can be understood in the classical sense (and 77 E C1 (J)) 
as soon as f(t) is continuous. 
5. Remarks on the semilinear equation 
Let us consider the initial value problem: 
(15) 
{ 
ii+cti+Au+g(t,u) =O, t E J, 
u@o) = uo, qto) = uo, 
where J is a bounded interval in W, to E J, ~0 E VI and ~0 E H. Let us assume that 
A and g(t, ?J) satisfy the hypotheses in Section 2. In particular we suppose that there 
exists L > 0 such that 
(16) Id&~) - SC6 Y)l L w - Y/I, 
for all X, y E H, t E R. Under these conditions, the problem (15) possesses a unique 
solution and it is defined in J (see e.g. [18]). The following proposition shows its 
continuous dependence in the weak topology. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. - Let u(t) be the solution of (15) and let u, be the solution of the same 
equation with initial conditions un(to) = uon, lin( to) = van. Assume that 
Uon - uo weak in VI, 
Don - vo weak in H; 
then, for each t E J, 
un(t) - u(t) weak in VI, 
c%(t) - h(t) weak in H. 
Proof. - In view of Lemma 4.1 it is sufficient to prove that 
g(.,u,(.)) + g(.,u(-)) weak in L2(J, H). 
But, since we have uniform bounds on g(., u,(.)), we only need to prove that 
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for all t E 7. By contradiction assume that for some subsequence (relabeled u,) we can 
find t* E 7 and E > 0 such that 
for all n E N. It follows from (16) and (17) that 
(18) 
The sequence u, : 7 -+ H is in the conditions of Ascoli Theorem. In fact, the sequences 
{ un} and {tin} are uniformly bounded in 3, and consequently: 
(i) for all t E 3 the set {un(t) : n E N} is relatively compact in H because of the 
boundedness in VI. 
(ii) The sequence {un} is equicontinuous because, for each t, s E 7, 
It&(t) - u,(s)/ 5 It - sly:; bn(7)l I rlt - 4 
for some I > 0 independent of t, s and n. 
Thus, there exists a subsequence {Us} and a function 6 E C(J, H) such that 
%(n)(t) -+ &L(t) uniformly in t E 7. 
Consequently, 
Ig(t,u,(n)(t)) - g(t,G(t))l --+ 0 
uniformly in t E 7. Now we deduce from, Lemma 4.1, that 
ii E C(J, VI) n cl(J,H) 
and it is a solution of (15) in the interval J. Therefore u E G and we reach a contradiction 
with (18). 
6. Existence of solutions boundeld in the future 
Let us consider the evolution equation (7) and assume that all the hypotheses stated in 
Section 2 on the operator A and the function g hold. We are interested in finding conditions 
on g that guarantee that equation (7) is dissipative. The following result is inspired by the 
method of guiding functions as introduced in [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. - Assume that there exists Q, /3, y > 0 such that: 
for all (t, u) E R x H. Then Eq. (7) is dissipative. Moreover, there exists p > 0 such that 
if u(t) is a solution of Eq. (7) and 
IaJl:: + IJ+&)12 + Iqto)l” < P2 
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for some to E W, then 
for all t 2 to. 
lu(t)l: + JPu(t)12 + Iil( s: p2 
Proof. - We consider 
II(u,w)~~ := (c21u12 + 2c(u, w) + 21?# + 21ul:)1’2, 
which is a norm in VI x H equivalent to the usual norm. To obtain the dissipativity of 
Eq. (7), it is sufficient to prove that there exist p > 0 and a map T : R+ + W+ such 
that, if u(t) is a solution of (7) and 
(I (Go), Qo)) 11 I MT 
then 
(20) II (W 4t)) II 5 P> 
for all t 2 T(M) + to. The function 
v(t) := 11 (u(t)> 4t>) (I2 
is differentiable (see Lemma 4.2) and 
$4 = -2C[IW12 + WIT + : (L7k ‘LlWL W) + (La w4q]. 
Since we are assuming that the function g is bounded, there exists &f > 0 such that 
ldt, u)I 2 k, 
for all (t, u) E W x H. On the other hand, we deduce from (9) that 
I(1 - f%l i Wl, 
for all u E VI. Thus, we obtain that 
(21) i)(t) I -2c[lb(t)l2 + Iu(t)lf - yQi(t)l + apu(t)l - ,mlu(t)(, - 71. 
Using the fact that II . II is equivalent to the norm associated to (8) and that 
lim 
l4+lYl+l~l--t~ [ 
2 + y2 - ql + alzl - PRlyl - y 
I 
= +q 
it follows that there exist p, 6 > 0 such that 
(22) q(t) 2 p2 ==+ q(t) < -4. 
We deduce from (22) that there exists T > to such that 
7 5 t0 + max{O, S-l(v(t0) -- p2)}, 
and 
II (44, W) II < p, 
Now, we assert that 
II (4th a) 11 < PY 
for all t > T‘. Otherwise there must exist t* > T such that 
11 (u(t*>, ti(t*)) )I2 = p:! 
and 
II (4t>7 W) /I2 < P2> 
for all t E [T, t*). In consequence, $t*) 2 0, leading to a contradiction with (22). 
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7. Existence of a bounded solution on the whole line 
Let us consider the evolution equation (7) and suppose that the operator A and the 
function g satisfy the hypotheses stated in Section 2. We shall use the results obtained 
in previous section to prove the existence of a solution of Eq. (7) that is bounded on 
the whole line. 
THEOREM 7.1. - If Eq. (7) is dissipative then there mists a solution u(t) of the equation 
such that 
(23) (u, ?.i) E BC(R, v-1 x H). 
Proof. - Let am be the solution of Eq. (7) with initial conditions 
7&(-n) = 0, i&(-n) = 0. 
By definition, there exists T, p > 0 such that 
(24) 
for all t > T - n. In particular the sequences (~~(0)) and {G,(O)} are bounded in VI 
and H respectively. Thus we can assume, without loss of generality, that there exists 
u. E VI and w. E H such that 
~~(0) - u. weak in VI, 
G,(O) - w. weak in H. 
Let u(t) be the solution of (7) with initial conditions 
u(0) = uo, G(O) = 2’0. 
Proposition 5.1 applies and we obtain, for each t E R: 
un(t) - u(t) weak in VI, 
tin(t) - G(t) weak in H. 
Moreover it follows from (24) that 
WI; + Iwt)12 + IW” I P2, 
for all t E W, and therefore (23) holds. We make a first use of Theorem 7.1 to prove the 
existence of a bounded solution of the linear equation 
(25) ii + cti + Au = f(t), 
where f E BC(W, H). This problem is studied in [‘i’], [18] in the case Xi > 0. In the 
resonant case X1 = 0, an additional hypothesis is required. We include both cases in the 
following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 7.2 
(i) If Xl > 0 then all the solutions of Eq. (25) are bounded in thefuture and there exists 
a solution u(t) which satisjies (u, &) E BC(W, VI x H). 
(ii) If X1 = 0 then the same statement is valid if and only if 
(26) Pf E LJP(W, ker A). 
Proof. - (i) Observe that condition (19) holds for g(t,u) = -f(t) taking 
a= 1, /!?=suplf(t)(, y== 1. 
ta 
Consequently, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 7.1 apply. 
(ii) Let m E N be the dimension of ker A. We denote by: 
fi = wn{cp,+l, hi-2,. . .> 
the orthogonal complement of ker A. The restriction A 01’ the operator A to fi n D(A) is 
positive definite and we can apply the assertion in (i) to deduce that the equation 
i i + cti + Au = (I - P)f(t) 
has a bounded solution G(t) which satisfies 
where vi = VI n fi is endowed with the norm 1 . jr. On the other hand, the equation 
(27) ii + cti = Pf(f) 
in the finite dimensional space ker A has a bounded solution, denoted by us(t), if and only 
if Pf E BP(R, ker A). This is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 in [2]. 
Now, the function u(t) = ue(t) + G(t) is a solution of Eq. (25) which satisfies (23). In 
addition, all the solutions of the autonomous equation 
ii+cti+Au=O 
are bounded in the future and this imply that all the solutions of Eq. (25) are also bounded 
in the future. 
Conversely, if Eq. (23) has a bounded solution n(t), then Pu(t) is a bounded solution 
of Eq. (27). Because condition (26) is both necessary and. sufficient for the existence of a 
bounded solutions of Eq. (27), we deduce that (26) holds. 
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8. Existence of bounded solutions of nonlinear telegraph equations 
In this section we use the previous results to study the boundedness of the solutions of 
the nonlinear telegraph equation with Neumann boundary conditions: 
(28) 
{ 
Utt + cut - K-m + g(u) = f(t,4, t E w, 5 E (O,n), 
u,(t, 0) = u,(t, 7r) = 0, t E R, 
where c is a real positive constant, g : lR + W is Lipschitz continuous and f : RX (0,~) --+ W 
is a function in the space BC(W, L’(O, x)). We also assume that g is bounded and has 
limits at foe. Let these limits be denoted by 
(29) g(-00) := lim g(z), g(+oo) := l&g(z). *+-cc 
The abstract framework in Section 2 applies in this case taking H = L’(O, 7r) and the 
operator Au = -uZ3. defined in 
D(A) = {u E H2(0,n) : u,(O) = U,(T) = 0). 
The domain of the operator AlI2 is the space VI z= H1(O, 7r). Thus, we understand by 
solution of Eq. (28) a function u(t, Z) which satisfies 
u E C(W, H1(O, T)) n C’(R, L2(0, T)) 
and for each w E H1 (0, T) one has 
d2 i7 J u(t, z)w(z)dx + cz J 
K 
J 
57 dt2 u(t, z)w(a:)dx + wz(t, +w&)dx 0 0 0 
+ J T g(u(t, z))w(z)dx = J p f(t, x)w(z)dz. 0 0 
The operator A is degenerate and ker A is the space of constant functions on (O,n). The 
spectral projection from L2(0, 7r) onto ker A is given by the mean value 
pu2 J 
?T 
r 0 u(z)dz, 11E L2(0,7r). 
The equation (28) is studied in [12], [6] when the function f(t, Z) is 2rr-periodic in t and 
2. It is proved in [12] that Eq. (28) has at least one solution u(t,z) 27r-periodic in t and 
2 provided the following condition is fulfilled 
(30) g(a) < (27r-2 2x JJ 2?r f(t,x)dzdt < g(+oo). 0 0 
We are interested in a condition similar to (30) that guarantees the existence of a bounded 
solution of Eq. (28) when f(t, X) is bounded but not necessarily periodic. To deal with our 
purpose we introduce the lower and upper mean values of a given function h E BC(W, R) 
as in [19], 
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Observe that, if the function h(t) is periodic, then AL(~) and AU(h) coincide with the 
mean value of h. 
THEOREM 8.1. - Assume that 
holds; then the equation (28) is dissipative and there exists a solution u(t, x) of (28) such 
that 
(32) 7T sup Sr tER 0 u(t,x)2 + U,(t,x)2 + u,(t,r)2]dx < +m. 
REMARK 8.2. - The condition (31) is also necessary for the existence of a bounded 
solution when g is such that 
for all .a E R. The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [16] 
and also uses Corollary 7.2 and the Sobolev inclusion H1(O, r) C C[O,r]. In view of 
Theorem 7.1, the condition (31) is a characterization of the dissipativity of the system 
for this class of equations. 
Before the proof, we include an example illustrating how to apply the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 8.3. -Let us consider the telegraph equation with Neumann boundary conditions 
(33) 
% + cut - %z + arctan u = (p arctan t $- sin t2) (1 + 7 cos 7x) 
u,(t, 0) = u,(t, 7r) = 0, t E w, x E (O,?r), 
where p E W is a parameter. Then the equation (33) is dissipative and possesses a bounded 
solution if and only if 
To prove this fact, note that a primitive of sin t2 is a Fresnel type function and it remains 
bounded in the whole line; in consequence, the upper and lower mean values of sin t2 are 
both 0. On the other hand, the lower and upper mean values of arctan t are -$ and $ 
respectively. Thus, the condition (34) becomes condition (31) and Theorem 8.1 applies. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. - Since ker A is a one dimensional space, we can use Lemma 3 
in [17] to deduce that Pf admits a decomposition of the form Pf = f* + f** with 
f*, f** E BC(R, ker A) such that: 
f* E BP@, ker A) 
and 
(35) 
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for all t E R. Thus we can write 
f = f* + f** + (I - P)f, 
and by Corollary 7.2(ii), there exists a bounded solution p(t) of 
ii + cti + Au = f*(t) + (I - P)f(t). 
Now, the change of variables ‘LL = z + v(t) reduces (28) to the equation 
(36) z + CZ + AZ + .q(z + p(t)) = f**(t). 
On the other hand, it follows from (29) and (35) that there exists two positive real 
constants a and b such that 
z(g(.z) - f**(t)) > al;:/ - b 
for all z E R. Thus, for a given u E L2(0, 7r) and for each t E R, we have: 
u(x) [g(u(x)) - f**(t)] 2 ulu(x)l - b 2 a[Pul - alu(z) - Pzlj - b 
for a.e. z E (0, r). Integrating between 0 and 7r we obtain, for each t E R, 
/ 
7r u(x) [g(u(LzY)) - f**(t)] dx > mlPu( - 12 
. 0 J 
ox /u(x) - Puldz - rb. 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to 
J’ 
T 4.x) [.d44) - f**(t)] dz 2 ~‘+=&,~~o,,~ - d’W - J’bI~2(o,,r) - rb. 
0 
Using the abstract notation, we have, for all u E L2(0, r), 
Since we are assuming that cp, g and f** are bounded, it follows that condition (19) 
holds. By Proposition 6.1 we deduce that Eq. (36) is dissipative and, by Theorem 7.1, 
we deduce that there exists a solution z(t) which is bounded in the whole line. Now it 
is clear that u(t) = p(t) + z(t) is a solution of Eq. (28) that is bounded in the whole 
line. Since the usual norm in VI x H, 
(14: + lPu12 + 17J12) ’2, 
is equivalent to the norm 
(1741: + lu12 + 1711’) li2,
we have that 
w[1”‘““: + WI2 + I4t)l’] < +m, 
that is the bound (32) written in the abstract way. 
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